New Property Gained

by Mary Kazmiaczek

The lack of classrooms and office space at the College is a major concern of both administration and faculty. The loss of Conyagham Hall in late December has brought the clamor for more space to an even sharper focus. In an attempt to partially allay the demand, the College has recently purchased the United Mine Workers Building from the United Mine Workers of America for the sum of $600,000.

The building, located adjacent to Stark Hall on South Franklin Street, is considered an extremely advantageous addition to the College holdings as its site has been singled out as a key point in future plans for the College complex.

At present, the first-floor rooms are being rented to the former owners who are planning to relocate their offices by July 1. Rooms on the second and third floors are being redecorated and certain roof problems are being remedied.

The house, once the residence of the Weaver family, contains 15 rooms that will serve as clusters of interconnecting offices. The remaining three will be utilized as classrooms.

The office rooms, which were renovated subsequent to Dr. Weaver's death and the Union's purchase of the Weaver estate, contain light hardwood paneling and built-in bookcases and office equipment of the same make. In planning, these were situated in a manner so as to be made of each of the rooms' wall space, thus giving the office an open and spacious look.

The former meeting and board rooms, which are being used extensively, are large and window-filled, with wall-to-wall carpeting in the largest of the three. All rooms are being cleaned, painted, and refurnished where necessary.

State Will Provide Scholarship Aid

Students who did not receive a Pennsylvania State Scholarship Grant during the academic year and who plan to enroll for classes next September may obtain applications for 1968-69 by submitting their names and home addresses on both forms. The application deadline is February 7, 1969.

The application materials for the 1968-69 scholarship grant program have been distributed to high schools across the state by the Pennsylvania State Financial Aid Office, Chesahe, Hall, before March 15.

Students who received a 1968-69 Scholarship Grant will automatically receive a renewal application for 1969-70 by submitting a notarized copy of the current (1968) Federal Income Tax Returns (Forms 1040 or 1040A) of the student and his parents.

American Legion Auxiliary Washington Branch 18
Washington, February 23.
PARKING PROBLEMS

The College has recently adopted a new procedure designed to eliminate some of the parking problems on the campus. The maintenance crew has been instructed to attach a large poster to the windshield of all cars which are illegally parked on College parking lots. This campaign has been complemented with a more stringent policy concerning fines. The fines, previously unheard of, have been increased and collection procedures have been emphasized.

Mr. Charles Abate, business manager, indicated fines paid within 72 hours will amount to $2.50, fines paid within the period of one week will be $5.00 and fines exceeding one week will be $10.00. If fines are not paid within two weeks, the violator will receive a letter from the business office with copies sent to the comptroller, registrar, and the deans. Charges will be entered against the individual's account and the registrar will be instructed to withhold all grades until the account is settled.

Mr. Abate also admits, "There are certain advantages in the College's location in central city Wilkes-Barre. One of the many disadvantages, however, is the parking situation. We request all students consider the use of the parking area at Ralston Field until this problem can be resolved."

Cooperation is the key factor in this matter and we request the students to do their utmost until the situation is remedied. Currently, there are three committees studying the pros and cons of constructing a parking lot in this area. The results from these committees should be made public in the near future.

THE BEACON
Richard Raspen has been financial aid director at Wilkes for the past one and one-half years. But how long he'll stay is anybody's guess. You see in talking about himself, he's an enthusiastic speaker on other subjects such as student affairs, student government, or any other subject from the Nanticoke area, but he and his wife Anna Marie now reside in Kingston, he holds a Bachelor's Degree in Business Education from Wilkes (1963) and is presently attending graduate school where he is pursuing a Master's Degree in Business Education. Previous to his arrival here, Mr. Raspen served three years with the Navy in Monterey, California.

"At first, Mr. Raspen claimed, 'I wasn't sure at all that I would like it. But really it is enjoyable and am anxious to keep on in the future."

In fact, Mr. Raspen hopes to obtain a second Master's Degree, either one in either Personnel or College Administration.

But I also love teaching. I believe a teacher has a challenge in making his subject so interesting and important that the student desires to come to class and listen to the lecture."

The 18-year-old voice does not hinder his enjoyment of it. "The best part of my job is the student. I feel the job has given my age has helped me to establish good rapport."

"If there are some difficulties encountered in my job, 'All in all, my work, there are only a few instances where students or their families disagree with the student's decision. When this happens, we all meet together and discuss the issue, ironing out the difficulties in one way or another."'

In addition, Mr. Raspen is involved with keeping the athletic contests. He was one of the lawyer's who traveled to Vermont an annual "booby trapp" trip by having only to get lost twice and arrive late in the middle of a downtown, he feel or distributing to not only a devoted fan, but also as their team photographer. He describes himself an "idealistic," loving reading, being an average of early American things. Extremely friendly, witty person, Mr. Raspen is greener in you, the Wilkes student.

The idealism which characterized Senator McGee's campaign for the presidency seems to be in conflict with the reality of the political landscape. After losing some of the zeal which he vigorously displayed from November, 1963 until his defeat on November 1, 1964, Senator McGee described his "act of magnanimity" as he was now allowing the Democrats to avoid the issue. Senator McGee claimed, "What commitment? What Democrats?" Pellitrow, for one, had engineered the Democratic party's reorganization just to prevent such a McGee. (Continued on Page 6)

Wednesday, February 27

"Ibis Curtain" 3 one-acts, CPA, 7:30 p.m.

Friday, February 28

"Ibis Curtain" 3 one-acts, CPA, 8:15 p.m.

Martha Presley-Debra Whitcomb.

Saturday, March 1

"O's and A's" 3 one-acts, CPA, 8:15 p.m.

Swimming meet—WILKES vs. Elizabethtown, 2 p.m.

Wrestling—WILKES vs. Delaware Valley, gym, 8 p.m.

Sunday, March 2

"Cue'n Curtain" 3 one-acts, CPA, 2 and 8:15 p.m.

Students for Meaningful Dialogue meeting—St. Stephen's Club House, 1:30 p.m. Open to all interested WILKES students.

McCarthy Puzzles

Former Followers

Dick Raspen

VOTING

(Continued from Page 1)

"This demand for youth power, or student power, stems from the growing sophistication among youth in evaluating our world, a growing realization that politics has an enormous impact, and a growing desire to assume "adult" responsibilities at an early age," former NYS president Dr. Schwartz testified, before Senator Birch Bay's subcommittee studying the 18-year-old vote last year.

Campus unrest and other disorder stands to be lessened if the vote is granted, senator Javits and others argue. The National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence has just reported that violence occurs partly because educators believe they cannot make their demands felt effectively through normal avenues.

Limbo

The 18-year-old vote "will ease the frustrations of a generation obviously intent upon having a voice in the determination of their own destinies," J.V.D. Olver told the Bay's subcommittee last May.

And in his testimony, Olver noted that 18-year-olds feel them selves "in a kind of limbo." They carry adult responsibilities and are denied certain adult rights, like the vote. This tension between what they are and what we are allowing them to do," said Olver, "has created a revolution of rising expectations among young people. It will be at least as profound as that of our Negro citizens and people in the underdeveloped world.

"There is only one answer to the revolution of rising expectations among young people—accordance of institutional power to us," he said.

In a study for NYS, Roland Liebert concluded that if the voting age were lowered, "political participation would increase, the political spectrum would broaden slightly, the parties would get more enthusiastic support and the depth of American political criticism would be increased.

Saturday, February 21

Basketball—WILKES vs. Rutgers of South Jersey, gym, 8:15 p.m.

Saturday, February 22

Report on Incomplete Grades

Basketball—WILKES vs. Susquehanna, away, 8 p.m.

Swimming meet—WILKES vs. Yeshiva, 7:30 p.m.

Wrestling—WILKES vs. Ithaca, away, 8 p.m.

Dance—Cherry Tree Chop, sponsored by the Lettermen, gym, 9-12 midnight.

Tuesday, February 25

Class Meetings—11 a.m.

Basketball—WILKES vs. Lebanon Valley, away, 8:15 p.m.

Thursday, February 27

"Cue'n Curtain" 3 one-acts, CPA, 7:30 p.m.

Friday, February 28

"Ibis Curtain" 3 one-acts, CPA, 8:15 p.m.

Dance—sponsored by IDC, gym, 9-12 midnight.

Saturday, March 1

"O's and A's" 3 one-acts, CPA, 8:15 p.m.

Swimming meet—WILKES vs. Elizabethtown, 2 p.m.

Wrestling—WILKES vs. Delaware Valley, gym, 8 p.m.

Sunday, March 2

"Cue'n Curtain" 3 one-acts, CPA, 2 and 8:15 p.m.

Students for Meaningful Dialogue meeting—St. Stephen's Club House, 1:30 p.m. Open to all interested WILKES students.

McCarthy Puzzles

Former Followers

John Ephlin

Avid Riflemen Compete, Learn Under Werner

A year and a half ago a new club had its conception on the Wilkes campus—the Rifle Club. Its purpose is twofold: to introduce the fundamentals of target shooting and to introduce the fundamentals of target shooting. The re are twenty members, all high schools, of the Rifle Club, Wilkes College, to join our ranks.

The Beacon's policy regarding letters to the editor was published last week's issue. If the editorial needs clarification, we will be glad to offer it.

The general policies and style sheet are available for scrutiny in the Beacon office. However, it might be noted that the editorial board is now in the process of reviewing the existing policies at this time.

Layouts: made on "Tuesday afternoons..." by the typography department, copy written by the editorial staff.
Skvarla Stars As F-Troupe Paces IBA League With Win

Recently Wilkes students and others across the country, experienced one of the severest endurance tests ever devised by man. This test took the form of final examinations—a phrase that strikes terror in the hearts of college students and promotes snickers of glee in heartless college professors.

To understand the saga that is exams, one should investigate their "raison d'être" and the procedure involved in taking them. Exams are given to test a student's accumulated knowledge in a certain subject.

Now, if the situation is analyzed, one is able to ascertain how fanciful this reason is. Take a student who has maintained a good grade in a subject for an entire semester. Why, then, is he perfect opportunity to completely bottle that grade under the pressure of studying for four other subjects? The argument that he should not have to worry if he has kept up a good grade is nonsense, for he will still have to use up valuable time to study.

Then, on the other hand, there is the student who has a miserable, failing average, whose prof informs him that he can pass the course if he exam the exam. Aside from the fact that this is unfair to the rest of the class, it proves nothing except that said student can cram all fifteen weeks' work into one final. This in turn proves that if he is this much a slacker, he should have studied all year and received an A. But putting aside these minor protests which have been heard throughout time, one should look at the bright side of exams. No normal student really wants to put up the three fun of studying and the actual process of taking exams. Come on, now.

When else can a student dress in old jeans, forget about setting hair, forget to shave, and know that no one will urge him to shape up or Scopi him? No one else looks exactly the same. It brings out the rebel in all of us—but it is nonetheless a very comfortable, conforming type rebellion.

Rooms can look like hippie pads or disaster areas, and housemothers (and the more regular type of mothers) are given that timeless, rather vague excuse, "But it's exam week!"

Who among us does not secretly enjoy sitting up all night with a gang of friends to study with books wide open, food scattered from wall to wall, and a steady chatter in the form of:

"Shush!"
"Be quiet yourself."
"I'm trying to study."
"Who isn't, dopey?"

On and on it goes, but at least everyone manages to stay awake.

By dawn, everyone has flung the books aside in despair or disgust. All feel a bit nauseous; whether from too much coffee, popcorn, candy bars, or No Doz, it is impossible to say.

Finally, hundreds of bleary-eyed students stumble to the gym trying desperately to remember if Aristotle came before Plato or vice versa, and a few hopeless cases trying to remember if this is a Lit. or Polisci exam.

Everyone shares a few memories of this part of the ordeal. If the gym is cold, of course you wore a cotton shirt but if it hot in the building, this is definitely the day you wore your heavy wool sweater.

Those lovely lap boards provide a diversion in case you don't recognize anything on the exam and there are a few hours to fill in. To forget the cramp in your leg and the stiffness of your back you can doodle all over the board, amusing yourself by avoiding getting caught by the proctors.

Unless you learn getting accused of cheating, you can also waste time包厢 and observers of fellow sufferers. Never there have been a dull class where you will see more heads bobbing up to check the clock. The trick is to convince your teacher that you are trying to judge how much more time you have to finish, rather than having him know you are trying to figure out how soon you can leave without looking ridiculous.

Sometimes it is fun to guess at random questions, to pass the time, rather like working a crossword puzzle that you haven't the answers to.

Because of schedule conflicts with men's and women's basketball games at the college, last week's IBA schedule turned from a congested week of contests. Probably as a result, however, out of the four contests that were played, two of the top five.

In a game played last Monday, February 10, F Troupe slaughtered the Moravian Troupe by 68-51. This marks the second time that the century mark has been cracked this year in the IBA. This isn't too bad considering only 14 games have been played to date. The Tropers were down 17 to 23 at the half, but turned it on during the second half when it amassed a total of 59 points on fast breaks and aggressive all-around play.

Again leading F Troupe was Joe Skvarla with 28 markers. He is currently in the lead with 21 tallies and Joe Koterba's 14 points.

Another important contest, number four-ranked Dirksen pulled out a squeaker over a determined Circle K team.

ECAC Court Honors Given to Herb Kemp

For the sixth time since beginning his college career here four years ago, junior forward Herbert Kemp was named to the All-East Division III Basketball Team. The selection was made on the basis of his 65 points and 24 rebounds in the last three games. Kemp this year was against Moravian on Saturday when he was able to pull down 16 rebounds and hit his 10 of 18 shots from the field. As this weren't enough to satisfy any selection if the team has been recovered eight loose balls and passed out eight assists.

Joining Herb on this week’s team are Doug Sosnoff of the Moravian guard and Ned Rahn, Muhlenberg—junior guard from Stroudsburg.

CHUCK ROBBINS

SPORTING GOODS

Ready to serve you

With a complete line of Sweaters, Jackets, Emblems, Sporting Goods.

28 NORTH MAIN STREET

Barrel Painting Co.

You & I

Commercial Artists—Photo Engravers— Typography—Business Forms—Letterheads—Other Odd Items

Phone 825-4894

BOOK & CARD MART

10 SOUTH MAIN STREET

WILKES-BARRE

Greeting Cards Contempor C AMS BOOKS—PAPERS & GIFTS RECORDS—PARTY GOODS Phone: 825-4767

College Will Enter Lacrosse Conflicts

There is a rumor going around the campus that Wilkes College has a lacrosse team. This rumor is, in actuality, a fact. The team was formed last spring and now has a club status.

The Lacrosse Club is coached by Mr. Jon Holbrook of the Psychology Department. The coach played lacrosse for four years at Kenyon, men's small school in Gambia, Ohio. He also coached a time Lehigh University. Upon joining the staff of Wilkes College, his experience was noted by members of the Administration, and was on the matter of starting a lacrosse team at Wilkes.

Although the team did not have a schedule last year, the enthusiasm that was shown for the sport was so encouraging that this year the team has been provided with the funds for four or possibly five games with other teams in the surrounding area. Next year it is hoped that the team will be able to have a full schedule and will be recognized as a varsity sport. Last Spring the number of the team's plummeted among themselves, and the attitude was always as if an actual game situation was taking place. This year there are almost 50 people out for the team, and interest is steadily mounting.

In brief, the rules of the game are very similar to those of soccer or ice hockey. It is played on the same field as field hockey, with the addition of the stick to put the ball into the opponent's goal. The ball is conveyed up and down the field with the hand with a stick on the end of it. The ball is passed from one member of the team to another and it is possible to score from near the opponent's goal. This sounds relatively simple, but there are a number of things that one must learn before he can even attempt it. One must learn to "stick handle" which is an essential part of the game. A good player will be able to integrate his movements so that he can become a part of the game in which he is playing. He is probably one of the most difficult aspects of the game.

There are ten members on a team, the goal is to get the two defensive men, three midfield men, and three attack men.

The lacrosse season corresponds to the baseball season, and practice is being carried out for two weeks. All those who are interested in joining the team are urged to do so. No prior experience with the sport is necessary.

If you're looking for an extremely exciting, hard-hitting contact sport, Wilkes College lacrosse team is for you.
Matmen Recover From Defeat, Topple Massachusetts, 34-2

by Galen Cruse

Before a cheering crowd of 2,000 fans the Colonels matmen slammed the University of Massachusetts, 34-2, during the first half of a double-header that was held at the College gymnasium Saturday afternoon.

The Massachusetts wrestlers were a much-improved, although still very young team compared to last year's squad. The line-up consisted of one senior, two juniors, and six sophomores.

The Jayvee meet provided an unusual happening as the Little Wilkes grapplers were awarded three technical victories.

Winning for the Jayvees were and Leo Roan. The unusual occurrence was Leo Roan's submission of two two-shot wins! Wrestling 191 at the initial position, Leo, a sophomore, was wrestled by a very young Massachusetts opponent, decided his opponent, 5-3. Then, despite the regular course, starting with the 133-pound division. At the conclusion of the meet Roan took on the regular matmen from the University of Massachusetts and ended up with a draw, 2-2.

Bouncing back from a loss to Roan, the varsity grapplers had little trouble disposing of the Massachusetts opponents as Andy Matviak, Gary Witendl and Tom Grattan disposed effectively against the Minutemen's. The Redmen could manage only a draw at 177 to tally on the scoreboard.

Coach John Reese made a surprise move by allowing Willets, Wally Umbach, and Frank Frisch to wrestle a weight class and substitute a new heavyweight in preparation for the MAC and NCAA tournaments.

The Grapper Twins from Easton, Andy Matviak and John Matla, gave their team mates a quick 8-0 lead in the initial two bouts of the match.

At 133 Andy Matviak had little trouble extending his win streak to eleven straight when he registered a predicate, and two near-falls on his way to a pin in 5:3. John Matla extended his season record to 8-1 with a lop-sided victory over Massachusetts' Howie Kaplan, 11-0.

At 137 Steve Kaschenbach and Phil Davis had a score of 0-0 going into the second period. Steve reversed his foe and rode him through the third period. Davis awarded a point for stalling by Davis, and gathered up two points riding time for a 2-0 win.

Dennis Verzera, making extensive use of his legs to the enjoyment of the crowd, as Kemp launched his patented pen- nant, 11-0, taking the team score 14-2.

At 152 Gary Witendl recorded the fastest fall of the evening. After getting taken down, Gary quick reversed and slacked his competition in 1:13.

The surprise match of the evening was at 160 where NCAA champion Joe Wiendl faced captain Tom Young, from Massachusetts. In the first period Wiendl got a takedown. Young reversed Joe and put him on his back for a two-point predicate. Wiendl then managed an escape to the 14-4-3 second period. In the second period with Wiendl on top, Young escaped, making the score 16-4. Wiendl re-wrested to stalling tactics which cost him two points in penalties. Going into the third period Wiendl had the score tied 5-5. This period saw Wiendl come to life when hewordpress. Wiendl then awarded an escape, two takedowns, a predicate, and three penalty points against Young's escape. Final bout score was 14-6.

Ric Ceccoli at 177 was on the mat for exactly 39 seconds before his opponent hurt his ankle and could not continue the match. Ric was awarded five team points for his efforts helping the team score a 2-7.

The Colonels cagers walked off the local court Saturday night after completing one of their most successful weeks in the history of the sport at Wilkes College. Three times the Colonels ran on to the scoreboard those three times they came away with victories. Each game saw the Wilkesmen going over the center mark.

The week began on Tuesday night with the cagers facing the Crusaders of Susquehanna 113-90. By Ryan, 5'11" forward and captain of the team, the Colonels upspring as he scored 43 points, and passed off for four assists. The sen- or's output was the second highest one-day scoring total in Wilkes College history, and his 18 goals established a new record.

The contest was very tight in the early stages, but the Colonels were able to stay close on the timely jump shots of Bill Umbach hitting from the corner. The Colonels moved into a 24-19 lead with 12:28 remaining on the clock, the Crusaders managed to open a 22-20 lead and overtake the Colonels 42-38. Ryan, Reimel, and Kemp hit three straight points at this key point to put the Colonels back in front 45-44. With seconds remaining in the half, Herb Kemp hit a 21-foot three-point shot to give the Raineymen a 51-44 halftime lead.

The Crusaders made a mistake coming out of the locker room in the second half as 80 Ryan began to pile up the first of 34 second-half points. Three straight goals by Ryan in the initial stages of the sec- ond half opened the game, and from this point on it was all Ryan and Wilkes. The senior cap- tain was awarded a standing ovation when he left the floor in the closing minutes of the contest. Three tallied marked the second game in three nights for the Colonels quintet, and also marked the burial of their final foe, as the Colonels of Harpur College were buried under a barrage of Wilkes goals 101-67.

The final decision was never really in doubt as the College quintet, led by freshman guard Tom Kennedy, was never behind after the first six minutes of action. The Colonels took the lead with thirteen minutes remaining in the half as the Ryan hit on a three-point play to make the score 14-12. After a quick goal from the corner by Harper's Saperstein, the Rainey quintet ran off seven straight goals to lead 27-15. Kennedy and Ryan were the main source of Har- pur's problems during this period as they connected on three of their four goals. The halftime score showed Wilkes ahead 48-34.

Harper opened the second half by controlling the tap and finding center Mark Saperstein underneath for a quick point. Wilkes came back even quicker, as Wally Umbach hit on three consecutive buckets from the top of the key. The score at this point, was 54-38 in favor of Wilkes. The Colonels continued to press, however, causing innumerable Har- pur missteps. With Kennedy and Bill Grick doing the ball-hawking, and Herb Kemp controlling the boards for a total of two rebounds, the Wilkes cagers continu- ally were able to get the ball up court quickly to find the open man. High scorer in this Colonels feast was Wally Umbach with 28, fol- lowed by By Ryan with 17 impor- tant markers. Herb Kemp, Kennedy, and Rich Davis also scored in double figures for the Colonels.

Weekend action found the cagers facing the strong Mor- avian squad. Led by hot-shooting Tom Boniste, the Greyhounds expected to give the Colonels a tough battle. Team captain Bo Ryan and his cohorts had other ideas. It was a result the Raineymen stormed to their third straight victory 107-64.

The beginning of the contest found the Colonels' running game working to perfection. Ryan hit on a quick goal right from the foul circle and Kemp on a shot from the corner to open the scoring for Wilkes. As the game progressed, the Rainey quintet continued to throw in shots from all over the court. Two ex- ceptional plays that come to mind were a beautiful tap-in by Jay Rei- mel with 18 minutes still left in the first half. A marvelous assist from Rich Davis to Bo Ryan as he caught Ryan on the break, and the opposite corner. Play made the score 21-15 in favor of the Colonels. The Raineymen with Wally Umbach ex- ecuting a successful reverse layup.

Score 45-34.

In the second half, the Colonels quintet picked up 62 points to 39 for Moravian. Everyone got into the scoring act.

This game and the contest with Susquehanna and Harpur provided a real contrast with the type of game Wilkes was, and the type of game it played back in December. With Wilkes and Ockenfuss missing from the squad at that time, and the lack of height from guards, 6-6s instead of 6-4s is back, and the freshmen are playing like seasoned veterans. The Raineyman are playing the week proved this point.

Next home game will find the cagers entertaining Rutgers of New Jersey on Saturday, Febru-
ary 29.

Two Off Campus Bookstores...  
- Barnes & Noble College Outline Series  
- Full Line of School Supplies  
- Cards and Gifts for All Occasions

DEEMER'S

Student Accounts Available

251 WYOMING AVE., KINGSTON — W. WILKES-BARRE 823-6177
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Rifle Club
(Continued from Page 3)
teams were fielded in both small bore and 30 caliber matches. This year the club is continuing in its expansion. Both equipment and ranges have been made available to the club, enabling it to move into high gear and enlarge its intercollegiate competition. Also, intrasquad teams are to be formed to give the members a chance to compete against each other.
The club holds its regular meetings on Tuesdays at 11 a.m. in Parish 23 to plan its practice and competitive sessions. The next meeting will be held Tuesday, February 25, at 11 a.m. Members and all interested students, both men and women, are urged to attend.
The Rifle Club is advised by Dr. Robert Werner and its current officers are Phil Gasbarro, president; John Riplin, vice-president; Arnold Fieberg, treasurer; and Phyllis Mattis, secretary. Anyone unable to attend the club meetings and wishing further information is free to contact any of the above members.

Classified Ads
Bring Results

THE DEADLINE for the Manuscript is March 1. All forms of literary work—poetry, prose, fiction, drama, essays—are accepted. Also, art work—graphs, sketches, photographs—are accepted. Entries may be left in the Manuscript box on the first floor of Bedford, the Manuscript box in the Bookstore or given to a Manuscript member.

SKIES FOR LESS!!!
One year-old, like new. Skis, boots, bindings, value $140.00 —only $70.00. Call 823-6073.

INTERESTED in photography? Join the NEW photography club on Campus. The first meeting will be held on Tuesday, February 25, in the Annex, 1st floor, 76 West Northampton Street.

FOR SALE: Jackets with Wilkes state imprint. Green or blue with English lettering. Order now and avoid the rush. Sweat suits are available. Contact Jim Neubert Room 126, New Dorm, 823-905 John Woodraska, 825-8374.

ANY club president who did not fill up a form for yearbook pictures, please send immediately and return to the club president. If there are any questions, please contact the Annunciation office, 823-9761.

YOUR AD could be in this space only 50 cents per word. Call 4851 or come to the Beacon, 76 West Northampton Street.

Classified Section
For College’s Use

DeMichael Wigs
DIRECT IMPORTERS OF GUARANTEED
100% HUMAN HAIR
Wigs, Wiglets, Falls and Accessories
Expert Styling, Quick Service
Watch for grand opening of our
NEW AND DIFFERENT BEAUTY SALON
DeMICHAEL WIGS
86 S. MAIN ST., WILKES-BARRE — PHONE 284-9054

Your faculty advisor asks you for advice?

Think it over, over coffee. The Think Drink.